Comparative study of classic friction among different archwire ligation systems
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Objective: To describe and compare three alternative methods for controlling classical friction: Self-ligating brackets (SLB), special brackets (SB) and special elastomeric ligatures (SEB).

Methods: The study compared Damon MX, Smart Clip, In-Ovation and Easy Clip self-ligating bracket systems, the special Synergy brackets and Morelli’s twin bracket with special 8-shaped elastomeric ligatures. New and used Morelli brackets with new and used elastomeric ligatures were used as control. All brackets had 0.022 x 0.028-in slots. 0.014-in nickel-titanium and stainless steel 0.019 x 0.025-in wires were tied to first premolar steel brackets using each archwire ligation method and pulled by an Instron machine at a speed of 0.5 mm/minute. Prior to the mechanical tests the absence of binding in the device was ruled out. Statistical analysis consisted of the Kruskal-Wallis test and multiple non-parametric analyses at a 1% significance level.

Results: When a 0.014-in archwire was employed, all ligation methods exhibited classical friction forces close to zero, except Morelli brackets with new and old elastomeric ligatures, which displayed 64 and 44 centiNewtons, respectively. When a 0.019 x 0.025-in archwire was employed, all ligation methods exhibited values close to zero, except the In-Ovation brackets, which yielded 45 cN, and the Morelli brackets with new and old elastomeric ligatures, which displayed 82 and 49 centiNewtons, respectively.

Conclusions: Damon MX, Easy Clip, Smart Clip, Synergy bracket systems and 8-shaped ligatures proved to be equally effective alternatives for controlling classical friction using 0.014-in nickel-titanium archwires and 0.019 x 0.025-in steel archwires, while the In-Ovation was efficient with 0.014-in archwires but with 0.019 x 0.025-in archwires it exhibited friction that was similar to conventional brackets with used elastomeric ligatures.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early days of Orthodontics, tooth movements were carried out by means of removable appliances combined with springs and elastics. A major shortcoming of these mechanical devices were undesirable tooth inclinations. Accurate tooth movement control only became possible with the advent of the Edgewise appliance, a historic breakthrough in orthodontics that provided controlled tooth movements by means of orthodontic archwires inserted in bracket slots.

Sliding mechanics between archwire and bracket slot incorporated friction forces into orthodontic practice. Kusy and Whitley classified friction into three major types:

1. Classical friction: Caused by conventional ligation as it compresses the archwire against the bottom of the bracket slot.
2. Binding: Friction produced through deformation of the archwire as it compresses the bracket slot walls.
3. Notching: Friction produced by excessive deformation of the archwire, causing the archwire and bracket to interlock, thereby hindering tooth movement.

Binding is inherent in the dental alignment stage since at this stage the slots are in different planes and thus cause archwire deformation, which in turn produces the forces responsible for tooth movement. On the other hand, classical friction is optional as it is present only if conventional ligatures are used to secure the archwires in the slots.

It is important to control classical friction in order to identify the real magnitude of orthodontic forces delivered to the periodontium, increasing reproducibility in sliding mechanics. The mechanisms normally associated with classical friction control are self-ligating brackets, which eliminate the need for elastomeric or steel ligatures to hold the orthodontic archwire in the slot.

Designed to be used with conventional brackets, special elastomeric ligatures are another resource geared at reducing classical friction. Their innovative design retains the orthodontic archwire without pressing it against the bottom of the slot. Upon insertion, the central body rests on the buccal surface of the bracket while the extensions are positioned under the tie-wings (Fig 1). In this situation the central portion acts as a cover, closing the slot but leaving the orthodontic archwire loose in the slot. The product is marketed by two companies, i.e., Leone, under the brand name Slide and Tecnident’s 8-shaped ligatures (Fig 2).

Classical friction can also be controlled with special brackets that allow one to seat the orthodontic archwire actively or passively according to the insertion site of conventional elastomeric ligatures. An example of special brackets is the Synergy orthodontic appliance, manufactured by Rocky Mountain Orthodontics. Synergy features six tie-wings instead of the four present in twin brackets. For a passive system, one should place a conventional elastomeric ligature under the central tie-wings only, so that the ligature remains supported on the lateral extensions of the central tie-wings (Fig 3A). When an active system is desired, a conventional elastomeric ligature is placed under the lateral tie-wings. In this configuration the ligature is made to rest on the orthodontic archwire, compressing it against the bottom of the slot (Fig 3B).

Since different appliances are available for controlling classical friction, the aim of this study was to

Figure 1 - Slide ligatures: A) Frontal view, and B) side view. (Source: Catalog Leone Ortodonzia)
compare the effectiveness of self-ligating brackets, the special Synergy bracket and 8-shaped ligatures in reducing classical friction.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The following archwire ligation methods were compared:

» Damon MX (Ormco), Easy Clip (Aditek), Smart Clip (3M/Unitek) and In-Ovation (GAC) self-ligating brackets.

» Special Synergy brackets (Rocky Mountain) with new elastomeric ligatures tied to the center tie-wings.

» Conventional twin bracket (Morelli) with 8-shaped ligature (Tecnident).

» Conventional twin bracket (Morelli) with new elastomeric ligature.

» Conventional twin bracket (Morelli) with used elastomeric ligature.

The elastomeric ligatures employed in this study were manufactured by Morelli. They were gray in color and with an internal diameter of 1.2 mm. To simulate the relaxed state produced by the stretching of the elastomeric ligature, ligatures designated as “used” were placed on a cylinder with 3mm diameter, where they remained for 36 hours before being used to tie the wires to the brackets.

First premolar steel brackets with 0.022 x 0.028-in slots were employed. All brackets were bonded to a device with two 0.022 x 0.028-in guiding slots at the ends of the area designed to receive the brackets (Fig 4). Cyanoacrylate was used to perform the direct bonding...
of the brackets with the aid of a standard 0.022” thickness ruler simultaneously in the guiding slots and bracket slots (Fig 5).

Tests were carried out on segments of 0.014-in Contour NiTi and 0.019 x 0.025-in steel wire, both manufactured by Aditek. All wires were 12-in long. In each test the wire was stabilized inside the slot by means of covers or clips on the self-ligating brackets, 8-shaped ligatures on the Morelli brackets, new elastomeric ligatures on the center tie-wings of Synergy brackets and new and used elastomeric ligatures on the control twin brackets.

Classical friction forces were recorded during wire traction until total displacement reached 2 mm. A model 5565 Instron universal mechanical testing machine was used with a load cell of 500 Newtons and bridging speed of 0.05 mm/minute. Parallelism between the device and the Instron machine vise was obtained by inserting the tip of a 0.022” standard ruler into the guiding slots while the opposite end contacted the right wall of the vise, which remained stationary. Closing and opening the vise was made possible by lateral displacement of the left movable wall (Fig 6).

The rectangular steel wire was not attached directly to the Instron machine vise in order to prevent any potential friction from being produced by wire torsion (third order friction). The rectangular wire was bent at its end and inserted - in juxtaposition - into the steel tube, which was attached to the vise. Thus, the rectangular wire remained in the bracket slot and loose inside the steel tube, which was pulled through the upper displacement of the Instron machine’s crossbar (Figs 7A and B).

Each test was repeated eight times with the wires and elastomeric ligatures being replaced prior to each test. The tests were performed in a dry medium at a temperature between 24 and 26 degrees Celsius.

Before each test, the wire that had been inserted into the slot and attached to the Instron machine was pulled unligated to check whether sliding took place without resistance, which confirmed the absence of binding in the tests.

Means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum friction force values were calculated for each group tested. Comparisons between the archwire ligation systems were conducted using the Kruskal-Wallis test as well as multiple non-parametric analyses with a 1% significance level.
RESULTS

The descriptive analysis of classical friction in 0.014-in Contour NiTi wires is shown in Table 1. The archwire ligation methods were distributed across three groups (A, B, C) according to statistically significant differences. Group A: Damon MX, Easy Clip, In-Ovation, SmartClip and Synergy brackets, and 8-shaped ligatures with mean values close to zero; Group B: Conventional Morelli brackets with used ligatures and means of 44 cN; and Group C: Conventional Morelli brackets with new ligatures and means of 66 cN.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to compare the magnitude of classical friction among different orthodontic archwire ligation methods, including two Brazilian products recently launched on the market: Easy Clip self-ligating brackets and 8-shaped ligature. 0.014-in Contour NiTi wire and 0.019 x 0.025-in steel wire were tested with the aim of assessing the magnitude of classical friction both in the phase of leveling and in the anterior retraction stage.

When using 0.014-in NiTi wires, the classical friction force produced by new elastomeric ligatures displayed a mean of 64 cN, an intermediate value between those found in other studies, which ranged between 31 and 119 cN.

The 8-shaped ligature and Damon MX, Smart Clip, In-Ovation, Easy Clip and Synergy brackets exhibited friction levels approaching zero, and the differences exhibited by the new elastomeric ligatures were statistically significant, yielding results that corroborate those found in the literature.

In general, tests with round wires tied with elastomeric ligatures displayed a high magnitude of classical friction. Most in vitro studies, however, employ new elastomeric ligatures, which is a limitation since in clinical conditions elastomeric ligatures subjected to stretching are permanently deformed, reducing the contact force between orthodontic wire and bracket.

In this study, a statistically significant difference found in the magnitude of classical friction between the new ligatures (64 cN) and the used ligatures subjected to stretching for 36 hours (44 cN) confirmed the relaxing influence of elastomeric ligatures on the reduction of classical friction.
When using 0.019 x 0.025-in steel wire, the brackets with new (unused) ligatures exhibited a mean friction of 82 cN, significantly higher than the value exhibited by the used elastomeric ligature, which reached 49 cN, an outcome that was similar to that recorded for the active In-Ovation brackets, whose mean was 45 cN. The high magnitude of classical friction exhibited by active self-ligating brackets with rectangular 0.019 x 0.025-in wire reinforces the advantage of using space closing loops, which produces a friction-free mechanics.

Moreover, regarding the rectangular 0.019 x 0.025-in wire, Damon, Easy Clip, Smart Clip, Synergy and 8-shaped ligatures showed levels of friction close to zero, with results that were similar to those found by Hain, Griffiths and Gandini, however other investigations found significant friction forces in passive self-ligating brackets with large cross-section arch-wires. Such differences are probably related to (a) the number of brackets used in the clinical simulation device and (b) to a misalignment between slot and testing machine. These factors reduce the slack between wire and bracket slot, predisposing to the emergence of binding.

The angle at which the slack between wire and slot disappears, known as critical contact angle, constitutes a milestone in the evaluation of classical friction because it is at this point that the contact force between archwire and bracket slot occurs, thereby producing binding, which is incorporated into the total friction and prevents classical friction from being assessed separately. For this reason, it is important that researches be conducted on the friction produced by the various ligation methods be ensured of the absence of binding during mechanical tests.

The second order critical angle (mesiodistal direction), between a 0.019 x 0.025-in rectangular wire and a 0.022 x 0.028-in slot bracket with a width of 3.5 mm is of approximately 1.5°. The greater the bracket width, the lower the second order critical angle, which increases the likelihood of binding (θc) (Fig 8). In classical friction tests where the archwire is made to slide along several brackets, the second order critical angle is even smaller as the width in question corresponds to the distance between the brackets located at the ends. Therefore, even a minor misalignment between wire and slots will produce a contact between wire and bracket slots, as well as binding, which increases the total friction and hampers the measurement of classical friction separately. Thus, in order to reduce the likelihood of bias caused by binding it is convenient to use only one bracket in tests that assess the magnitude of classical friction.

The method used to insert the wire into the Instron machine is yet another factor that can reduce the slack between the rectangular wire and the slot, thus producing binding. Wire insertion is usually accomplished by means of a latch or a vise. This maneuver, however, can twist the wire and cause third order binding (buccolingual direction). The third order critical angle between a rectangular 0.019 x 0.025-in wire and a 0.022 x 0.028-in bracket slot is about 87 degrees, a value that reflects the limit of wire rotation upon insertion of such wire in the testing machine. However, torque also affects the second order critical angle. Rectangular wire torsion increases the effective height of the rectangular wire, decreasing the slack in the slot and further reducing even more the second order critical angle, which raises the likelihood of binding.

In this research, due to technical limitations which made it difficult to achieve absolute alignment between the slot and the rectangular wire attached directly to the vise, it was decided to install between the vise walls a steel tube with the rectangular wire loose in its interior. In this way, the method used to attach the wire to the Instron machine did not interfere with the relationship between archwire and slot, thereby averting rectangular archwire torsion (Fig 7).
In addition to adopting a methodology to avoid the bias produced by binding it is necessary to verify the effectiveness of such method prior to performing classical friction assessment tests. In this study, such confirmation was achieved by pulling the archwire inside the slot without the use of any ligation system. In this scenario, resistance to sliding was zero. Should there be any resistance to sliding, the cause should be ascribed to binding, since no ligation friction was present.

It is also important to note that although the self-ligating brackets, ligatures and special brackets are equally effective for classical friction control, they are considerably different in other aspects. One advantage attributed to self-ligating brackets is faster seating and removal of orthodontic archwires as well as longer time intervals in between consultations when compared to conventional elastomeric ligatures.\(^3,10,14,21\) In addition, self-ligating brackets produce less plaque retention compared to brackets with conventional elastomeric ligatures.\(^15\) Conversely, the advantages of ligatures and special brackets over self-ligating brackets are lower cost and the attractiveness of colorful elastomeric ligatures, which arouse the interest of children and adolescents.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Damon MX, Easy Clip, Smart Clip, Synergy bracket systems as well as the 8-shaped ligature are equally effective alternatives for controlling classical friction with 0.014-in NiTi wire and 0.019 x 0.025-in steel wire.

In-Ovation brackets proved effective in reducing classical friction with 0.014-in NiTi wire, whereas for the 0.019 x 0.025-in wire it features the same magnitude of classical friction as used conventional elastomeric ligature.